A BOLT-ON UPGRADE SOLUTION FROM OLDER A/C UNITS TO A NEW SPECTRACOOL AIR CONDITIONER

When existing air conditioners are damaged or have reached end-of-life, nVent HOFFMAN Easy Swap Adaptor Plenums provide a quick and easy means for attaching a state-of-the-art HOFFMAN SpectraCool air conditioner to the existing enclosure cut-out with no further modifications needed. Upgrade to the latest in maintenance-friendly cooling technology with filterless operation, active condensate management, and optional network connectivity in a fraction of the time and expense of retrofitting.

Download the Easy Swap app to your mobile device to easily identify your replacement air conditioner.

FEATURES

- Upgrade easily to a high-efficiency HOFFMAN SpectraCool solution from older McLean Genesis units and A/C models from other manufacturers
- No modification of the enclosure required – Easy Swap Adaptor Plenums are engineered to match the cut-out of the air conditioner being replaced
- Plenum design allows for optimum air flow versus a flat plate that can block the air intake and air outtake left by the older air conditioner
- Consolidate A/C models and parts; save by reducing inventories and suppliers
- Eliminate downtime required to modify or cut existing cut-outs for unit upgrades
- Local availability
- Responsive aftermarket service
- Rated NEMA 12, IP54

CONNECT AND PROTECT

SpectraCool Air Conditioners

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO CONTACT US, GO TO: NVENT.COM/HOFFMAN

Our powerful portfolio of brands:

CADDY ERICO HOFFMAN RAYCHEM SCHROFF TRACER

nVent.com/HOFFMAN
HOFFMAN SpectraCool
HOFFMAN SpectraCool Indoor/Outdoor Air Conditioners

Hoffman SpectraCool Air Conditioners deliver reliable, energy-efficient cooling in demanding environments, including industrial automation, telecommunications, waste water treatment, material handling, security and defense systems, and more. SpectraCool Air Conditioners feature a new, filterless design that reduces clogging, which can lead to costly and time-consuming servicing.

HOFFMAN SpectraCool Indoor/Outdoor Air Conditioners are available in three configurations that offer a broad range of cooling capacities, power input, and mounting options for your most critical indoor cooling applications.

HOFFMAN SpectraCool Series Features

- A wide range of cooling capacities for indoor, outdoor, and harsh environments
- Available in standard, narrow and compact models
- Designed for maximum efficiency in high temperatures up to 135°F (57°C)
- Quad-68 operation
- Heat outdoor operating temperatures: 40°F to 122°F (4°C to 50°C)
- Dual-resistant oil system supports filterless operation in mean environments
- 115, 230, or 460 Volts 3-phase VAC power input options with terminal block power connection for easy installation
- Integrated active condenser evaporator with heater strip
- Thermal expansion valve controls refrigerant flow according to changes in the environment
- Clean, aesthetic design adds value to system appearance
- UL listed and ULc Listed for earth-friendly refrigerants
- Silicone and R-410A compatible refrigerants
- Built-in easy mount flanges for simple installation
- UL/FM 105D Snap-Adapter Plenums available for easy replacement of older air conditioners without modifying cut-out
- Optional HOFFMAN SpectraCool Remote Access Control option for PC monitoring and control of multiple SpectraCool units

HOFFMAN SpectraCool Compact
HOFFMAN SpectraCool Indoor/Outdoor Air Conditioners

Hoffman SpectraCool Indoor/Outdoor Air Conditioners offer vital cooling in a reduced footprint. SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners are designed for cooling applications, SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners offer vital cooling in a reduced footprint. SpectraCool Compact models also feature a built-in active condensate evaporator and a power-off relay for a door switch to prevent condensation from dripping on the floor and into the equipment.

SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners are designed for cooling applications, SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners offer vital cooling in a reduced footprint. SpectraCool Compact models also feature a built-in active condensate evaporator and a power-off relay for a door switch to prevent condensation from dripping on the floor and into the equipment.

COMMON FEATURES

- 1,000 to 2,000 BTU of cooling
- 7 in. tall x 12 in. wide footprint fits shallow-depth enclosures
- Available in 115, 230 and 460 VAC single and three-phase power inputs
- Terminal block power connection for easy installation

HOFFMAN SpectraCool Indoor/Outdoor Air Conditioners are designed for cooling applications, SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners offer vital cooling in a reduced footprint. SpectraCool Compact models also feature a built-in active condensate evaporator and a power-off relay for a door switch to prevent condensation from dripping on the floor and into the equipment.

SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners are designed for cooling applications, SpectraCool Compact Series Air Conditioners offer vital cooling in a reduced footprint. SpectraCool Compact models also feature a built-in active condensate evaporator and a power-off relay for a door switch to prevent condensation from dripping on the floor and into the equipment.

COMMON FEATURES

- 1,000 to 2,000 BTU of cooling
- 7 in. tall x 12 in. wide footprint fits shallow-depth enclosures
- Available in 115, 230 and 460 VAC single and three-phase power inputs
- Terminal block power connection for easy installation